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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND: AN EVALUATION OF REPRESENTATION IN
SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL TEXTBOOKS
Students are impacted by representation present within their lives in the media they
consume, organizations in which they participate, and school interactions. Among school
interactions with primarily White school staff, students interact with textbooks to learn
about industry norms and concepts. Missing representation can harm students’ sense of
belonging which can lead to feelings like solo-status or isolation. Using both critical race
theory and social semiotics, this work explores the representation present within secondary
agricultural textbooks. The first study utilizes photos and case studies, observing both
gender and race as mutually exclusive variables and compares data to the current publicschool enrollment. The second study looks at individual photos and uses the L’Oreal Skin
Color Guide to discuss colorism and the representation of skin colors present within the
textbooks. Both studies aim to begin to fill a substantial gap in the literature regarding
representation in textbooks in agricultural education.
KEYWORDS: [representation, textbooks, critical race theory, social semiotics, race,
gender]
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Definitions
BIPOC/POC- Black, Indigenous, People of Color; People of Color. Primarily used to refer
to those with a race other than White

Colorism- prejudice or discrimination against individuals with a darker skin color, may
face discrimination from both in-group and out-group members

Gender- Social and cultural perspective on sex. Typically referenced in a male-female
binary, but gender is not confined to a binary. Cultural interactions with biological sex

Latin@- Gender neutral term for Latinos, or people of Latin descent; like LatinX but
follows linguistic patterns used in Spanish.

People of Color- The same as BIPOC; People of Color will be capitalized to reflect
literature which capitalizes White. While the term People of Color is not always capitalized
within literature, the author chose to intentionally capitalize to reflect the norm of
capitalizing White.

Race- social construct of categorization of people based on shared physical or social
qualities

Racial Salience- The importance and understanding of race to an individual. An individual
who may not see race as an important concept will have a low racial salience, while an
individual who sees race as an important concept will have a high racial salience.

Representation- Seeing oneself within society, can be used to foster inspiration or
unintended messages may be sent, depending upon the significance of what is being shown

Sex- Biological basis of the gender binary; male or female.
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Skin Color- The color of skin, is comprised of both shade and tone.

Skin Shade- The lightness or darkness of a skin color

Skin Tone- The underlying hue seen in a skin shade; sometimes referred to as “warm” or
“cool” toned; underlying hues of reds, pinks, or yellows.

Textbook- A book used as a standard work for a specific content area; can show a field’s
norms and standards

White- European Americans; the dominant group within society

Introduction
Within the classroom, both students and teachers interact, and depend heavily on
textbooks. Textbooks can be used to show students in classrooms real-world concepts for
various subjects and define the individuals, values, and skills that are considered legitimate
in a discipline (Becker & Nilsson, 2021). Textbooks were developed to teach students the
basic understanding of concepts, but could not read extended paragraphs, and were closer
to grammar books than the textbook seen in society today (Wakefield, 1998). The MerriamWebster dictionary (n.d.) posits the first use of the current definition of textbook was used
in 1779. Textbooks are utilized because studies show they are effective in student learning
and comprehension (Vaseekaran, 2018). Additionally, textbooks are seen in both
traditional prints, as well as an online or eBook form. Regarding the differences in
academic performance, Roberts et al. (2021) found “no difference in student grades
between e-textbook and paper textbook sections” (p.341).
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The accountability of textbooks, or even the call for accountability, is not new and
was first brought to academia’s attention during the 1980s during the accountability
movement in education (Smith, 1980). In other countries, such as China, textbook
accountability involves political movements and state sanctioned- and required reform of
textbooks (Xu, 2021). Within the United States, textbook norms may differ from each state
due to the nature of educational policy in the country. However, state mandated standards
have states like Texas, Florida, Indiana, Louisiana, and New Mexico adopting stateapproved textbooks which can be both helpful for administration and teacher but also limits
their abilities to have choice in the curriculum (Savage et al., 2021; Philips, 2014).
Career and Technical Education (CTE) is an area of curriculum which prepares
students for technical careers beyond the arts and humanities. CTE courses are constantly
under scrutiny possibly because of the federal funding grated to these programs.
Additionally, U.S federal career and technical education legislation has undergone three
different phases: shift from vocational to career and technical education, “new
vocationalism”, and finally CTE’s movement from labor to educational policy (Kim et. Al,
2021). The new vocationalism phase refers to the renaming of the VEA to as the Carl D.
Perkins Vocational and Technical Education Act and moved to a broader definition of
technical and career readiness (DeFalco, 2016). Previously, CTE courses have been
accused of diverting “underrepresented minority students and low-income students into
less robust educational pathways” (Giani, 2019, p.1040); however, this does not apply to
current CTE practices and trends (Emerick, 2021).
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Statement of the problem
Students who do not see themselves represented in an industry, may not feel the need
to stay within the discipline, especially when this lack of belonging occurs at the secondary
level (Bush & Mattox, 2018). The purpose of belonging can be impacted by school staff,
peers, and educational resources in which children interact with daily. Representation has
been explored in numerous subjects globally including English Language Learning (ELL)
(Al-Qatawneh & Al Rawashdeh, 2019), STEM (Knain et. Al., 2021), history (Brandle,
2020), and physical education (Taboas-Pais & Rey-Cao, 2015). In addition, many
constructs of identity have been evaluated within textbook representation studies including
gender, race, and sexuality (Vu & Pham, 2021; Hyman, 2018; Lee, 2014).
In a society with primarily White teachers, students of Color are missing
representation from their adult leadership and may feel compelled to look for
representation within educational resources (Matias, 2016). Looking specifically at
agricultural education, “nearly ninety-nine percent of all license-eligible program
completers were reported as White” meaning, at large, students of Color cannot look to
their teachers as a source of representation (Foster et al., 2020 p. 1). As the discrepancy
between the homogenous agriculture teacher population and the heterogenous student
population, other efforts are needed to help students see similar representation of race and
the biological sexual orientation. One of which, are the classroom textbooks.
Significance of textbook studies
Both studies included within this thesis are the first of their kind. Textbook
representation within agricultural education has not been addressed or researched in this
capacity. These studies will supplement the literature by giving data in an area which has
4

not previously been explored. Considering CTE’s ability to engage low-income students
and differently abled students, representation should be explored in these areas, as CTE
has a unique ability to attract diverse students from many backgrounds (Kim et. Al., 2021;
Plasman et al., 2021). Due to the diverse students within CTE, agricultural education
textbooks should be evaluated for their representation to create an inclusive environment
for all students.
Purpose
This thesis sought to explore the demographic representation within secondary
classroom textbooks. A first of its kind study that explored the sexual orientation, racial
composition, and skin color representation within each secondary textbook that is available
for purchase. To do so, the researcher needed to approach from two different evaluation
methodologies. The first study addresses representation of sex and race. The purpose of
this descriptive study was to identify the social semiotics of sex and race within images
and case studies of the secondary agriculture education textbooks published from the
largest publishing companies in the United States. The following objectives sought were
explored:
Objective 1: Describe the overall demographics present in the secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 1: Describe the demographics present in the secondary agriculture textbooks by
agricultural discipline.
Objective 2: Describe the demographics present in the secondary agriculture textbooks by
textbook publisher.
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To determine a significant difference to the cultural norms within US public schools
and the available textbooks, the following research hypotheses were developed:
Ho1: There are no differences between observed sex (male and female) and expected
(public school enrollment) values of the textbooks by discipline.
Ho2: There are no differences between observed sex (male and female) and expected
values (public school enrollment) of the textbooks by publisher.
Ho3: There are no difference between observed race (White and BIPOC) and expected
(public school enrollment) values of the textbooks by discipline.
Ho4: There are no differences between observed race (White and BIPOC) and expected
values (public school enrollment) of the textbooks by publisher.
The second study explored the representation of skin colors present in the
secondary agricultural education textbooks published from the largest textbook publishing
companies within the United States. The following objectives sought to assist in the solving
the study’s purpose:
Objective 1: Describe the skin colors present in images within secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 2: Describe the skin shade present in images within secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 3: Describe the skin tone present in images within secondary agriculture
textbooks.
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Objective 4: Describe the relationship of the skin colors present to the book publication
year.
Theoretical Framework
Social semiotics is the interpretation of semiotic resources, signs or any observable
characteristics, and the meanings associated with the semiotic resources as it pertains to
the culture of society. Although the sign maker may have certain intentions for how a sign
is to be interpreted, “the plural ‘meanings’ is crucial here, because just as dictionaries
cannot predict the meaning which a word will have in a specific context, so other kinds of
semiotic inventories cannot predict the meaning” (van Leeuwen, 2005, p. 4). A sign can be
interpreted in many ways, and context of signs is dependent on the interpretant. Every
individual who observes a sign plays the role of interpretant, and everyone has their own
unique lived experience which impacts the context of a sign (Rightler-McDaniels &
Hendrickson, 2014). It may not be the intent of the author, but a lack of representation
within school textbooks can lead to student feelings of isolation.
Critical Race Theory (CRT) was originally a legal theory but differs in educational
context in the use of counter-stories, or storytelling to amplify experiences of People of
Color (Ladson-Billings, 1998). There are 5 tenets of CRT: (Kohli & Solorzano, 2012;
Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; Yosso et. Al, 2009; Yosso et. Al., 2001)
1. Race and racism are permanent fixtures of our society
2. Challenges dominant ideologies such as color-blindness, and racial salience
3. Commitment to social justice
4. Gives voice to those who are marginalized and oppressed by counter-telling
5. Remains interdisciplinary to fully engage in equity
7

Engaging both theories into this thesis will provide a well-rounded analysis of the
representation present within the secondary agricultural textbooks. For this thesis, the
connection between social semiotics and CRT will mostly revolve around the first two
tenants of critical race theory. For White individuals, it may be hard to grasp how race and
racism are permanent fixtures in the society we live however, for an individual of Color it
is part of daily life (Resane, 2021; DiAngelo & Dyson, 2020).
This thesis will focus on challenging the dominant ideologies present in our society.
The topic of representation may not matter to a White individual who sees themselves in
array of situations every day. Note, this should not insinuate purposeful wrongdoing of
authors, or purposeful low salience of race. However, to an individual of Color who may
not see themselves represented at the same rate and represented in the same ways,
representation could be substantially important in perception of belonging within a field.
Limitations
Limitations of this project include my own biases associated with race and gender.
As a biracial woman, I understand the complexities regarding phenotype and race and
understand any given phenotype is not necessarily an indicator of any given race or
ethnicity. Specifically, regarding the skin colorism study, none of the photographs taken
were in a setting which was intended to show skin color. Additionally, gender is observed
and recorded on a male-female binary although gender is far more complex than a simple
binary. Finally, this thesis includes textbooks from Cengage, McGraw-Hill, and Pearson.
Although they are not the sole producers of secondary agriculture textbooks. A large
textbook publishing company within Career and Technical Education, Goodheart-Wilcox,
8

was not included due to the parameters set prior to beginning the studies. Only anecdotal
evidence would have supported the use of Goodheart-Wilcox textbooks in this study as no
data supports them in a ranking of secondary school textbook publishers. Nevertheless,
many within the agricultural education profession, recognize Goodheart-Wilcox as an
emerging leader in textbooks associated with agricultural education.
Utilizing a descriptive study approach, the researcher used a transformative
philosophical worldview. The transformative worldview in which the researchers are
interested in underrepresented minority populations, gender, and the power relationships
present in society (Creswell, 2017). A scholar from a different worldview with a different
approach, may interpret the findings differently and utilize the guiding theories differently
when making implications to the findings.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Critical Race Theory (CRT)
Critical Race Theory (CRT) analyzes power imbalances in society and oppression
as a result of racism, and the historical and current phenomenon of racism being ingrained
into the systemic workings of society (Delgado & Stefanic, 2017). CRT is a descendant
from both critical legal studies and civil rights scholarship and utilizes personal experiences
of those facing oppression (Bell, 1995). It should be noted, CRT is a faucet of critical legal
studies, but also its own entity, and does not have specific and set definitions (LadsonBillings, 1998). While there are differences between CRT seen within the confines of law
and CRT seen within education, there are similarities and overlaps which comprise the
main tenants of CRT (Cabrera, 2018). There are five central tenants of Critical Race Theory
as applied to education (Yosso et. Al., 2009):
1. The permanence of race and racism in society. Race and racism are both
intertwined intricately into society and societal norms. Some CRT scholars
argue racism is hidden into everyday life and society faces constant
interactions with racism (Gillborn, 2015). CRT also argues racism requires
systemic changes at large levels in society (Ladson-Billings, 1998).
2. Challenges dominant ideologies such as color-blindness, and racial
salience. The dominant ideology being within education, there is a level
playing field. However, students of Color face inequalities at school as do
female students who face gender biases (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995;
Lewis et. Al., 2011).
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3. Commitment to social justice. Emancipatory pedagogies, which empower
students of Color by engaging in loving practices, are one method of
committing to social justice for future generations (Ladson-Billings & Tate,
1995). Simply put, within education, loving practices are those which show
students teachers genuinely care and show empathy to students’ needs
(Wang et al., 2021; Yin et al., 2019)
4. Centrality of experiential knowledge, or counter-telling. Counter-telling is
qualitative research which gives voice to People of Color who are not often
heard as they are not the dominant race in society (Alemán, 2017). This
focus on individual experiences falls under scrutiny compared to other
scientific theories however, it is important to note these perspectives are
centered in Whiteness focused research standards (Cabrera, 2018).
5. Interdisciplinary perspective. Addressing racial issues from many
disciplines will increase the ability of capturing narratives from multiple
areas (Ladson-Billings, 1998; Ladson-Billings & Tate 1995).

Social Semiotics within CRT
This thesis is rooted in two theories- social semiotics and CRT. Specifically, how
social semiotics fits within CRT and how different members in society have differing
experiences which impact their interactions and interpretation of signs. Social semiotics is
the study of signs and how signs are interpreted by an individual (Hodge & Kress, 1988).
If an individual does not understand race, or claims not to see race, they are
exhibiting signs of racial colorblindness (Bonilla-Silva, 2003). Individuals who do not have
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to interact with the effects of race, may not understand the importance, and this does not
imply malice associated with low racial salience. However, intention does not change the
fact for those with higher racial salience, who are versed in the intricacies of race and
society, the tenants of critical race theory may reflect daily life (Hill et al., 2021).
Finally, specifically in noting the second tenant of CRT, or challenging the
dominant ideologies, social semiotics has a similar background. The first use of social
semiotics is seen in the works of Michael Halliday (1978), who argues against the
separation of linguistics and society, and whose sole focus was to view linguistics as a
societal and cultural medium. However, the scholarly works of Hodge, Kress, and van
Leeuwen focus social semiotics in societal practice, specifically critical perspectives on
society and those who hold power (Hodge & Kress, 1988; van Leeuwen, 2005). Kress and
van Leeuwen (2002) posit there is no group large enough to justify a true shared meaning
of Colors, the same can be applied to any semiotic mode. Large groups have power which
smaller groups lack, this power imbalance is why the same image may present two different
conclusions from different groups. Their similarities of challenging those in positions of
power, and of recognizing individuals who have historically been marginalized create an
intersection in which this thesis lies.
CRT and Social Semiotics in Education
Both CRT and Social Semiotics are frameworks explored within education.
Specifically, within textbook evaluations and research regarding representation present
within textbooks, social semiotics has been used to describe the distances between
experiences of textbook authors and students.
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Regarding gender representation, Benattabou in The Visual ‘Masculinization’ of Moroccan
EFL Textbooks: A Social Semiotic Analysis (2021), evaluated a Moroccan English as a
Foreign Language textbook for possible masculinization using a social semiotic analysis.
Benattabou analyzed 561 textbook photographs to determine if there were any gendered
stereotypes or cultural misconceptions. The results yield women within the textbooks were
seen in traditional roles, which may send unintended messages to students about gendered
places within society.
Additionally, de Freitas and Zolkower in Using social semiotics to prepare
mathematics teachers to teach for social justice (2009), examine classroom discourse
within mathematics classes to determine how teachers can use mathematics as a method of
teaching social justice. De Freitas and Zolkower urge teachers to look beyond the rigid
parameters of “math is just math!” (p. 187, 2009) to encourage teachers to engage in
emancipatory pedagogies to give students tools to navigate social issues. Their
recommendations include introducing pre-service teachers to social semiotics and the
complexities following the effects of students and teachers having different lived
experiences.
Rogers and Mosely in Racial literacy in a second-grade classroom: Critical race
theory, Whiteness studies, and literacy research (2005), use Critical Race Theory and
semiotics to address racial literacy within a second-grade classroom and within textbooks
in the classroom. Concepts and images within the curriculum showed race neutral concepts,
rather than those which teach equity and social justice. As students of Color face effects of
racism even within the primary grades, the researchers call for scaffolding social justice
concepts and engaging in classroom literature which uses a critical lens of CRT and
13

Whiteness to give students tools to articulate their experiences (Fadus et al., 2021; Mensah,
2019; Brown & Brown, 2010).
CRT in Agricultural Education
Within the Barajas et. Al. manuscript, ¡Somos Nosotros! Lived Experiences of Latinx
ELL Youth Enrolled in Secondary Agricultural Education (2020), researchers use CRT and
LatCrit to engage with English Language Learners within agricultural science classes to
explore their lived experiences. Their study concluded ELL agricultural education students
did have an affinity for agriculture and felt closeness to their agricultural educators.
However, students were refraining from enrolling into agriculture science classes based
upon peer interactions with the in-group of students currently enrolled in the agriculture
classes. Thus, student interactions were shown to impact feelings of belonging among ELL
students considering agricultural education which may explain the low levels of ELL
student enrollment in agriculture science classes.
Within the Barajas thesis, “Playing the Game”: A Case Study of Latinx Leaders in an
Agricultural Youth Organization (2021), Barajas conducted a qualitative study regarding
Latin@ youth in FFA and their experiences in running for officer positions higher than the
local level. Barajas uses CRT and LatCrit to explain the experiences of Latin@ students
by using counter-telling. Within the study, students explained they had to “play the game”
in FFA by adhering to the norms of the in-group. Students explain the need to be a follower,
alter their hair to reflect styles of the ingroup, and being encouraged to shed parts of their
identity which did not reflect the whiteness within the organization to be successful in
elections. Her impactful study explains how Latin@ students feel the need to change or
hide parts of their identity to be successful in officer elections.
14

There are not many students within agricultural education which utilize Critical
Race Theory however, these studies have impactful results which show the research is
needed in this area. Critical Race Theory can be used in research to address racial inequities
present within agricultural education. Further research in CRT and agricultural education
may look to explore how organizations such as MANRRS differ from organizations like
FFA.
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CHAPTER 3. AN EVALUATION OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL
TEXTBOOKS: JOURNAL ARTICLE 1
Introduction
Within the classroom, both students and teachers interact, and depend heavily on
textbooks (Rahimah & Visnovska, 2021; Hizhar & Ramli, 2020). Textbooks can be used
to show students in classrooms real-world application of concepts for various subjects and
define the individuals, values, concepts, and skills that are considered legitimate in a
discipline (Becker & Nilsson, 2021). Textbooks are used as a classroom resource and can
be in a physical form or an online e-book media. The curriculum within each, aids both
students and teachers and may be used as a singular tool or alongside other educational
resources (Hajdin & Divjak 2016). Alongside the text are various images, illustrations, and
case studies to assist in giving students a well-rounded glimpse into the discipline and
concepts associated with the topic. Included with each image in the textbook are hidden
values, biases, and ideologies which students may make their own inferences and
judgments about, impacting their sense of belonging (Benattabou, 2021). This hidden
curriculum could send the incorrect message of only a certain demographic can be
successful and accepted within a field.

Textbooks have a positive impact on student success and performance (Van den Ham
& Heinze, 2018) while providing a snapshot of industry norms, including biases which
may be present. These snapshots should introduce students toward a sense of belonging
within a field, through representation of various points of interest, including likeness. If a
student does not feel belonging within an industry at the secondary level, it can be difficult
for the student to pursue a career in the field (Bush & Mattox, 2018; Taboas-Pais & Rey16

Cao, 2015). The issue of representation in textbooks has been explored across various
disciplines within education (Sánchez, 2019; Cassese & Bos, 2013). When a student feels
a sense of belonging within a discipline they are studying, they will gain a desire to succeed
in the discipline (Earl, 2020).

Most textbook authors, teachers, administration, and school staff are White (Matias,
2016). Within college textbooks a discrepancy was determined as the vast representation
of White male figures, while women and racial and ethnic minority groups do not have
proper representation (Becker & Nilsson, 2021; Simpson et. al., 2021; Brandle, 2020; Bush
& Mattox, 2020). This missing representation of all students can be discouraging to
underrepresented students who already face issues like solo status, especially in STEM
courses (Hurtado et. al., 2010). Additionally, students within science disciplines can feel
implications of stereotype threat by image intake, even though this may not be the intention
of the authors or publishing companies (Good et. al., 2010).

Analyzing textbooks to determine demographics and representation reveals what
students are being exposed to throughout their educational career, and the implicit
messaging being placed within young developing minds. Although it may not be the intent
of the author, textbooks can impact student intake of information beyond the scope of the
content written. Issues regarding demographics and representation in textbooks and school
resources are not a problem specific to only secondary agricultural education.
Unfortunately, there has been incredibly limited research regarding secondary agricultural
education textbooks.
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Theoretical Framework
Semiotics is the study of signs and symbols, the way they are used, and the meaning
associated with each sign (Bezemer & Kress, 2008). For example, a red octagon does not
inherently mean stop and red octagons are not produced in nature to mean stop; however,
the use of the stop sign has made the red octagon meaning become an immediate thought
in an individual’s mind. Peirce (1955) explains every symbol or image has three parts: the
image itself, its object, and its interpretant; the producer of the sign is referred to as the
sign maker. The sign maker gives intended meanings to using elements from the sign by
meaning and form to show relationships (2008). As for the stop sign, the sign itself is the
stop sign, the object is stopping, and the interpretant is the intended relationship between
the two.
Social semiotics is the interpretation of semiotic resources, signs or any observable
characteristics, and the meanings associated with the semiotic resources as it pertains to
the culture of society. Although the sign maker may have certain intentions for how a sign
is to be interpreted, “the plural ‘meanings’ is crucial here, because just as dictionaries
cannot predict the meaning which a word will have in a specific context, so other kinds of
semiotic inventories cannot predict the meaning” (van Leeuwen, 2005, p. 4). A sign can be
interpreted in many ways, and context of signs is dependent on the interpretant. Every
individual who observes a sign plays the role of interpretant, and everyone has their own
unique lived experience which impacts the context of a sign (Rightler-McDaniels &
Hendrickson, 2014). It may not be the intent of the author, but a lack of representation
within school textbooks can lead to student feelings of isolation. The first use of social
semiotics is seen in the works of Michael Halliday (1978), who argues against the
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separation of linguistics and society, and whose sole focus was to view linguistics as a
societal and cultural medium. However, the scholarly works of Hodge, Kress, and van
Leeuwen focus social semiotics in societal practice, specifically critical perspectives on
society and those who hold power (Hodge & Kress, 1988; van Leeuwen, 2005). Kress and
van Leeuwen (2002) posit there is no group large enough to justify a true shared meaning
of Colors, the same can be applied to any semiotic mode. Large groups have power which
smaller groups lack, this power imbalance is why the same image may present two different
conclusions from different groups.
This study focuses on social power and using a critical lens to view the environment
in which students of Color and female are represented within agricultural
education. Representation within textbook and their various activities may show various
aspects of the educational system and the society in which it operates within. Power
imbalances may occur in spaces which contain very little diversity, as one may not feel
comfortable doing things outside of the determined norm. Observing race and gender and
the representation within agricultural education textbooks using principles of social
semiotics may show ways textbook authors could improve or increase representation.
Studying demographics of textbook images and case studies is important to pinpoint what
students may perceive as with every photo, “there is another second order of meaning
which carries by and large hidden ideological messages not obvious to a non-alerted eye”
this second meaning of photographs may send unintended messages to students
(Benattabou, 2021, p. 3). An example of this “non-alerted eye” are in the contextual use of
emojis and the intention of the user and the perception of the one receiving the emoji. In
the case of textbooks, the “non-alerted eye” would be in reference to imagery utilized and
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how different lived experiences play a different receiving role between the viewers. This
is important as demographics of textbooks cannot be used to prove author intent but instead
allows researchers to describe with a critical lens what students may be gathering and
interpreting as they turn the pages of their textbooks.
Research surrounding social semiotics and analyzing several different aspects of
culture in education began roughly around 2010 in the fields of STEM, language learning,
study abroad programs, and early elementary and the research focuses on the “hidden
curriculum” associated with school resources, specifically textbooks (Knain et. al., 2021;
Eriksson et. al., 2020; Michelson & Valencia, 2016; Nabifar, 2015; Granly & Maagerø
2012; de Freitas & Zolkower, 2009). However, domestic research surrounding social
semiotics and education is minimal. Analyzing textbooks using a social semiotic lens is
important to pinpoint the possible messages students are obtaining through textbooks.
Additionally, using social semiotics to uncover the societal imbalances of power can aid in
the field of agricultural education, studies in both social semiotics and textbooks analysis
are not present.

Purpose
The purpose of this descriptive study was to identify the social semiotics of sex and
race within images and case studies of the secondary agriculture education textbooks
published from the largest publishing companies in the United States. The following
objectives sought to assist in the solving the study’s purpose:
Objective 1: Describe the overall demographics present in the secondary agriculture
textbooks.
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Objective 2: Describe the demographics present in the secondary agriculture textbooks by
agricultural discipline.
Objective 3: Describe the demographics present in the secondary agriculture textbooks by
textbook publisher.
To determine if the demographics found are a significant difference to the cultural
norms within US public schools, the following research hypothesis were developed:
Ho1: There will be no difference between observed sex (male and female) and expected
(public school enrollment) values of the textbooks by discipline.
Ho2: There will be no difference between observed sex (male and female) and expected
values (public school enrollment) of the textbooks by publisher.
Ho3: There will be no difference between observed race (White and BIPOC) and expected
(public school enrollment) values of the textbooks by discipline.
Ho4: There will be no difference between observed race (White and BIPOC) and expected
values (public school enrollment) of the textbooks by publisher.

Methods
This study utilized a descriptive cross-sectional research design. Cross-sectional
research design studies are descriptive in nature and take place at a single moment in time
and are used to determine prevalence of an outcome in a population (Levin, 2006). This
study observed textbook images, illustrations, and case studies to capture the demographics
present in secondary agricultural education textbooks that were available for teachers
during the 2021 academic school year by the leading textbook publishers. Using descriptive
cross-sectional research is useful in social sciences, as it allows researchers to observe a
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cross-section of the population within a short amount of time, allowing research to show
current trends (Lunenburg & Irby 2007). The researchers conducted this study with a
transformative lens in which the researchers are interested in underrepresented minority
populations, gender, and the power relationships present in society (Creswell, 2017).
Currently, the United States has 33 secondary textbook publishers (Hickey & Jones,
2012). This population was chosen as researchers wanted to determine differences, if any,
were present among publishing companies. To create a fair sample which may be more
representative of the current agricultural science classroom, researchers utilized textbooks
published between 2011-2021 from the top five publishing companies: Cengage Learning,
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, McGraw-Hill Education, Pearson Education, and Scholastic
(Book Scouter, 2020). Within these companies, three of the five publishers had textbooks
related to the agriculture, food, and natural resources: Cengage, Pearson, and McGrawHill. A total of 58 books were obtained from the publishers through a variety of options:
loan book program from publisher; online view subscription, purchase, and publisher
provided copy.
A scholar not associated with the study, but competent in the guiding theory and
methodology, served as a reviewer. Random samples were drawn by the reviewer to
maintain the integrity of the evaluation (Kisorio & Langley 2015; Miller, 1997; Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). Every page of the textbook was reviewed and within each page, the
researchers examined the photos, chapter information, tables, charts, figures, examples,
review questions, and case studies. If a name was given within a case studies or review
question, the researchers utilized a name search engine to determine the most common
ethnicity and/or gender associated with the name.
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For photos where a face was not present, but a person’s hands were a focal point,
only race was captured. Focal points of photos were determined by a photo’s caption or
lack thereof. In instances without a caption, the person within the photo would need to be
in at least two-thirds of the photo. In the presence of multiple individuals in the same photo,
the researchers agreed on the following guidelines to secure inter- and intra-rater reliability:
if at least one of each category was represented it would account for one instance of each
category. For example, a group of students were working together with the captions
explaining, and there was at least one Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) student,
one White student, one male, and one female; each of the four variables would receive a
count. When a photo was used multiple times throughout a textbook, only the first instance
of the same photo would be considered. A reflective journal was maintained by the primary
researcher to assist in describing images that either did not reflect the theme of the chapter
or a trend of marginalization was occurring. The reflective journal was updated for every
book and the results were coded first by discipline then by textbook publisher. At the
conclusion of the review, the researchers evaluated 34,161 pages, 4,603 photos, and 585
case studies.
The data was spread across two workbooks. One of the workbooks the textbooks
were classified and separated into the following disciplines of agriculture: agricultural
mechanics, animal science, business, horticulture, introduction to agriculture, agricultural
science, natural resources/environment, food science, and veterinary science. In the second
workbook, the textbooks were separated by their publisher. The data were recorded on
Microsoft Excel to determine both frequencies and percentages of the variables observed
within the textbooks. Chi-square Goodness of Fit evaluation determined differences and
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an online calculator assisted in the analysis. To conduct a goodness of fit, the researchers
compared the observed value to the expected value (Sprinthall, 2007). In this study, the
expected value of students (47% White students; 53% students of Color; 48.5% female;
51.5% male) was set based upon student enrollment in public schools as set by the National
Center for Educational Statistics (2020). Such analysis was appropriate for the size and
research objectives in a descriptive study (Foster, 2021).
Results
Across all 58 textbooks, gender representation was 52% (ƒ = 2,796) male and 48%
(ƒ = 2,622) female. The racial composition for all textbooks were 81% (ƒ = 5,581) White
and 19% BIPOC (ƒ = 1,297). Research objective two sought to describe the demographics
found by agriculture discipline (see Figure 1). Natural Resources had the highest presence
of males (ƒ = 106; 77%), followed by Agricultural Mechanics textbooks (f = 84; 75%),
Animal Science (f = 298; 44%), Agricultural Business (f = 731; 55%), Horticulture (f =
469; 51%), Agriscience (f = 1,002; 50%), Food Science (f = 20; 49%), and Veterinary
Medicine (f = 185; 30%).
Veterinary Medicine textbooks had the highest presence of females (ƒ = 450; 71%),
followed by Food Science (f = 21; 51%), Agriscience (f = 397; 50%), Horticulture (ƒ =
454; 49%), Agricultural Business (f = 591; 45%), Animal Science (f = 298; 44%),
Agricultural Mechanics (f = 28; 25%), and Natural Resources (f = 31; 23%).
Agricultural Business textbooks had the highest presence of BIPOC (ƒ = 367;
28%), followed by Agriscience textbooks (ƒ = 500; 23%), Food Science (f = 10; 21%),
Horticulture (f = 248; 20%), Natural Resources (f = 26; 14%), Animal Science (f = 124;
13%), Agricultural Mechanics (f = 38; 12%) and Veterinary Medicine (f = 98; 10%).
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Finally, Veterinary Medicine textbooks had the highest presence of White individuals (ƒ =
907; 90%), followed by Agricultural Mechanics (ƒ = 280; 88%), Animal Science (f = 823;
87%), Natural Resources (f = 156; 86%), Horticulture (f = 248; 80%) and Food Science (f
= 38; 80%), Agriscience (f = 1,667; 77%), and Agricultural Business (f = 956; 72%).
Figure 1 Demographic breakdown by agricultural discipline
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For each publisher present in the study, demographics of ethnicity and gender
representations were calculated by percentages as well. Cengage textbooks had 52% (ƒ =
2,208) male representation, 48% (ƒ = 2,075) female; 19% (ƒ = 1,027) BIPOC representation
and 81% (ƒ = 4,488) White representation. Pearson reflected 52% (ƒ = 571) male
representation and 48% (ƒ = 537) female and 20% (ƒ = 262) BIPOC and 80% (ƒ = 1073)
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White representation. McGraw-Hill agriculture textbook reflected a 63% (ƒ = 17) male
representation and 37% (ƒ = 10) female, and 29% (ƒ = 8) BIPOC and 71% (ƒ = 20) White
representation.
A Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test was conducted to determine whether the
proportion of gender representation present was equal between the textbooks by discipline
and the national average for public school enrollment. In the agricultural mechanics
textbooks, there was a significant relationship between textbook representation of females
and public-school enrollment [X2(1, 58) = 22.11, p = < .01]. Regarding the animal science
textbooks, there was not a significant relationship between gender represented within the
textbooks and public-school enrollment [X2(1, 58) = .81, p = .37]. Within the horticulture
textbooks, there was not a significant relationship between gender and public-school
enrollment, [X2(1,58) = .01, p = .92]. In the agricultural business textbooks, there was not
a significant relationship between the gender represented within the textbooks and publicschool enrollment [X2(1, 58) = .49, p = .48]. Regarding agriscience textbooks, there is not
a significant relationship between gender representation and public-school enrollment
[X2(1,58) = .09, p = .76]. Within the food science textbooks, there was not a significant
relationship between the genders represented within the textbooks and public-school
enrollment [X2(1,58) = .01, p = .92]. Regarding natural resources textbooks, there was a
significant relationship between female representation and public-school enrollment
[X2(1,58) = 26.03, p = < .01]. There was a significant relationship within the veterinary
medicine textbooks between gender representation and public-school enrollment [X2(1,58)
= 20.27, p = < .01]. Overall, within all the secondary agricultural education textbooks
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studied, there was not a significant relationship between gender representation and publicschool enrollment [X2(1,58) = .01, p = .92].
A Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test was conducted to determine whether the
proportion of racial representation present was equal between the textbooks by discipline
and the national average for public school enrollment. Within the agricultural mechanics
textbooks, there was a significant relationship between racial representation present and
public-school enrollment, [X2(1,58) = 67.48, p = < .01]. Regarding the animal science
textbooks, there was a significant relationship between racial representation present and
public-school enrollment [X2(1,58) = 64.23, p = < .01]. Within the horticulture textbooks,
there was a significant relationship between racial representation present and public-school
enrollment [X2(1,58) = 43.71, p = < .01]. Regarding the agriculture business textbooks,
there was a significant relationship between racial representation present and public-school
enrollment [X2(1,58) = 25.09, p = < .01]. Within the realm of agriscience, there was a
significant relationship between racial representation present and public-school enrollment
[X2(1,58) = 67.48, p = < .01]. Within food science textbooks, there was a significant
relationship between racial representation present and public-school enrollment [X2(1,58)
= 41.11, p = < .01]. Regarding natural resources textbooks, there was a significant
relationship between racial representation present and public-school enrollment [X2(1,58)
= 61.06, p = < .01]. Within veterinary medicine textbooks, there was a significant
relationship between racial representation present and public-school enrollment [X2(1,58)
= 74.23, p = < .01]. Overall, throughout all the secondary agricultural education textbooks,
there was a significant relationship between racial representation present and public-school
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enrollment [X2(1,58) = 46.41, p = < .01]. The results of the Chi-Square Goodness of Fit
Test across the disciplines within agriculture can be found in Table 1.
Table 1 Differences among demographics by agricultural textbook disciplines
Discipline
Category
Observed Expected
Contribution
Chi2
(# of books)

%

%

to Chi2

Ag Mech

Female

75%

48.5%

10.72

(n = 2)

Male

25%

51.5%

11.39

BIPOC

12%

53.0%

31.72

White

88%

47.0%

35.77

Animal Science

Female

44%

48.5%

0.42

(n = 12)

Male

56%

51.5%

0.39

BIPOC

13%

53.0%

30.19

White

87%

47.0%

34.04

Horticulture

Female

49%

48.5%

0.01

(n = 15)

Male

51%

51.5%

0.0

BIPOC

20%

53.0%

20.55

White

80%

47.0%

23.17

Female

45%

48.5%

0.25

Ag Business
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p

22.11

.01

67.48

.01

0.81

.37

64.23

.01

0.01

.92

43.71

.01

0.49

.48

(n = 8)

Male

55%

51.5%

0.24

BIPOC

28%

53.0%

11.79

White

72%

47.0%

13.3

Agriscience

Female

50%

48.5%

0.05

(n = 7)

Male

50%

51.5%

0.04

BIPOC

21%

53.0%

19.32

White

79%

47.0%

21.79

Food Science

Female

49%

48.5%

0.01

(n = 1)

Male

51%

51.5%

0.0

BIPOC

21%

53.0%

19.32

White

79%

47.0%

21.79

Female

23%

48.5%

13.41

Male

77%

51.5%

12.63

BIPOC

14%

53.0%

28.7

White

86%

47.0%

32.36

Female

71%

48.5%

10.44

Natural

25.09

.01

0.09

.76

41.11

.01

0.01

.92

41.11

.01

26.03

.01

61.06

.01

20.27

.01

Resources
(n = 5)

Veterinary
Science

29

(n = 8)

Male

29%

51.5%

9.83

BIPOC

10%

53.0%

34.89

White

90%

47.0%

39.34

Overall

Female

48%

48.5%

0.01

(N = 58)

Male

52%

51.5%

0.00

BIPOC

19%

53.0%

21.81

White

81%

47.0%

24.6

74.23

.01

0.01

.92

46.41

.01

A Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test was conducted to determine whether the
proportion of gender representation present was equal between the textbooks by publisher
and the national average for public school enrollment. Regarding Cengage textbooks, there
was no significant relationship between gender in textbooks and the public-school
enrollment [X2(1,58) = .01, p = .92]. Within the Pearson textbooks, there was no significant
relationship between gender in textbooks and the public-school enrollment [X2(1,58) = .01,
p = .92]. Within the McGraw-Hill textbook, there was no significant relationship between
gender in textbooks and the public-school enrollment [X2(1,58) = 5.30, p = .02].
Similarly, a Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test was conducted to determine whether
the proportion of racial representation present was equal between the textbooks by
publisher and the national average for public school enrollment. Within the Cengage
textbooks, there was a significant relationship between racial representation and the publicschool enrollment [X2(1,58) = 40.41, p = < .01]. Throughout the Pearson textbooks, there
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was a significant relationship between racial representation present and the public-school
enrollment [X2(1,58) = 43.72, p = < .01]. Regarding the McGraw-Hill textbook, there is a
significant relationship between racial representation present and public-school enrollment
[X2(1,58) = 23.12, p = < .01].
Table 2 Differences among demographics by agriculture textbook publisher
Publisher
Category
Observed Expected Contribution
Chi2

Cengage

Pearson

McGraw-Hill

%

%

to Chi2

Female

48

48.5

0.01

Male

52

51.5

0.00

BIPOC

19

53

21.81

White

81

47

24.60

Female

48

48.5

0.01

Male

52

51.5

0.00

BIPOC

20

53

20.55

White

80

47

23.17

Female

37

48.5

2.73

Male

63

51.5

2.57

BIPOC

29

53

10.87

White

71

47

12.26
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p-value

0.01

.92

46.41

.01

0.01

.92

43.72

.01

5.30

.02

23.12

.01

Conclusions, Implications & Recommendations
The demographics of each discipline and publisher do not match the expected values
set by the national public-school enrollment which are 47% White students; 53% students
of Color; 48.5% female; 51.5% male (2020). Students of Color are represented 19% of the
time in the textbooks sampled however, comprise 53% of the students currently sitting in
classrooms. In every discipline and publisher, People of Color are represented in textbooks
less than 30% of the overall data collected. The demographic percentages of each discipline
and the low percentages of People of Color represented in the textbooks show that for
agricultural education students of Color, representation within textbooks images,
illustrations, and case studies were low. Considering People of Color were observed all
together, rather than each specific ethnicity or race, an individual student may see little to
no representation of their own race within their preferred discipline of agriculture.
Agricultural mechanics, natural resources, and veterinary medicine have a
significant difference between gender representation and public-school enrollment. While
agricultural mechanics and natural resources have more males represented in the textbooks
than public-school enrollment, veterinary medicine textbooks have more females present.
These significant relationships which currently exist throughout agricultural education
textbooks may impact students and their sense of belonging within the given fields of
agriculture. The missing representation may lead to inaccurate conclusions about various
fields.
The social semiotics present within the textbooks can provide subconscious
messages for gender roles in particular professions. What one may expect to see
represented, based on stereotypes, is seen. These semiotic references youth see may create
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difficult sociological battles teachers must overcome while striving for fair representation
among all disciplines. This significant relationship in demographics may push a stereotype
to students if conclusions are drawn regarding representation. Although pushing gender
roles may not be intent of the authors, having a higher rate of diversity within the textbooks
could reduce these feelings of isolation. These images may not convey gender roles to
every interpretant; however, being cognizant of the different interpretations of images may
assist authors in providing culturally relevant educational materials for the modern
classroom which encourages belonging. Knain et. al. (2021) uses a lens of social semiotics
to suggest, students rely on resources, images, and social interactions to fully grasp abstract
concepts, specifically gas exchanges within a greenhouse.
The Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test exposes the presence of significant
relationships regarding racial representation. All the agricultural education textbooks
expose a significant gap in BIPOC representation as compared to the student enrollment in
public schools. The overwhelming discrepancy in racial presence negatively impact
feelings of belonging among BIPOC youth (Villegas et al., 2012). It is recommended
authors and publishers become more cognizant of the racial demographics present in the
textbooks and the positioning of the images, so BIPOC individuals are a focal point or
names within examples and case studies reflect names of diverse racial groups.
Among the publishing companies, none exposed a significant relationship between
gender representation. This is incredible as overall, among the publishers, there is a fairly
even representation of males and females compared to what one may see within the average
high school classroom within the United States. Considering some of the stereotypes which
may be associated with agriculture or agricultural education, this equal representation of
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both males and females shows where textbooks within agricultural education excel in
representation. This representation could be mirrored in the representation of People of
Color to further increase representation of students.
While it is important to have proper gender representation, it was not the only variable
studied and only represents certain aspects of current and future agricultural education
students. All the publishing companies present within the study had a significant
relationship between racial representation present within secondary agricultural education
textbooks and the national public-school enrollment. Meaning, within three of the largest
educational publishing companies, not a single company has a representation of People of
Color like what is seen within the average classroom in the United States. This gap reflects
the textbooks by agricultural discipline, as not a single discipline had a fair representation
of People of Color compared to the average United States classroom. Students of Color
currently enrolled in secondary agricultural education classroom are not seeing themselves
represented in textbooks at the same rate as their White peers, rather they are seeing
primarily White people. This lack of diversity and representation present in the textbooks
is blatant and may send unintended messages to the students of Color within agricultural
education, even if there is no intention of excluding students of Color. The lack of
supplemental resources for teachers, including textbooks, which show a true representation
of both the agricultural industry and public education enrollment could be detrimental to
underrepresented students.
Teachers may do all they can to incorporate pedagogies such as culturally relevant
pedagogy, and it is being undermined by the textbooks and resources used within the
classroom. In present day, “both School/pedagogue[s] remain the agent of culture and
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society . . . The pedagogic institution has the task to . . . navigational aids’ The students’
task in response is to make use of the resources that have been made available for further
semiotic work,” students are tasked with critical thinking and there is a possibility fully
engaging with agricultural education textbooks could lead to students drawing false
conclusions about the field (Kress, 2007, p. 264).
It important to note there must be more than teacher effort, school effort of inclusivity
is equally necessary. This lack of representation should be considered while choosing
which textbooks would be best for the classroom, by textbook authors, and by educational
publishing companies. Addressing the homogeny of individuals within the textbooks
should be placed to accurately represent race both within the industry of agriculture and
the workforce within the United States.
Within each discipline several repetitions and visual trends in images, illustrations,
and case studies were observed. Farnia and Gerami (2019) state, “both drawings and photos
are utilized in reading comprehension texts with a balanced trend” which further
emphasizes the importance of being intentional with images in text. Across all disciplines,
many illustrations and case study examples were primarily White people. Particularly
within author made examples such as illustrations, there is the opportunity to supplement
the representation currently lacking among images. Textbook authors could analyze the
representation present within images of a textbook prior to including illustrations to the
text. Illustrations are an easy way to increase the number of different cultures in the
textbook.
In animal science textbooks, most scientists pictured were White males, while People
of Color were typically pictured in global perspectives, especially in cases of less
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developed countries or hunger and poverty. Additionally, within animal science textbooks
People of Color were seen working in manual labor, used for examples of zoonotic
diseases, and when explaining implications and strategies of urban agriculture. When
analyzing veterinary medicine textbooks, the number of People of Color increased in
examples of rodent care and exotic animals. In the food science textbook, the images of
People of Color increased when explaining world issues surrounding food insecurity.
In horticulture textbooks there were few People of Color in photos, primarily People
of Color were seen doing intensive manual labor, People of Color were missing entirely
from select chapters, and several group photos of FFA officer teams and members were all
White students with no People of Color. In general agriculture science textbooks, White
students were referred to “young leaders” while students of Color were referred to as high
schoolers or people. Examples of neat appearance were only depicted by White people and
People of Color were primarily seen serving White people or participating in manual labor.
In agriculture business textbooks, People of Color were the examples of non-verbal
communication in sad or angry situations, African American leaders were shown as strict,
and quotes given about leadership were all quotes from White people.
Overall, across all disciplines, the number of People of Color increased in talking
about global conditions and perspective, poverty, and unfavorable situation. Additionally,
in all the textbooks used in the study, there was an incredibly limited presence of differently
abled individuals, those who use assistive devices, and those in religious clothing such as
head coverings. While the mere presence of these trends within the images of the textbooks
cannot show student perception, there should not be a trend present among any facet of
culture. If trends cannot be drawn from representation present within the agricultural
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education textbooks, there may be an increased sense of belonging among
underrepresented students in agricultural education.
Considering the limited studies regarding previous studies of textbooks and textbook
demographics within secondary agricultural education, it is almost impossible to determine
if these relationships between gender and racial representation have improved throughout
the years of agricultural education textbooks production. However, considering trends of
FFA membership demographics, it is important to note the organization is becoming more
diverse than ever before. It is imperative for student resources to be inclusive and diverse
to increase sense of belonging among minority both FFA members and secondary
agricultural education students. While this study did not analyze FFA educational
materials, FFA is mentioned several times throughout many textbooks, reflecting the three
circle model and intersection of in and out of class experiences within agricultural
education.
Limitations of this study include the researcher’s own biases and experiences about
gender and sex. Gender is beyond a male-female binary although throughout the study
individuals are classified as one gender or the other. Names and phenotype of an individual
do not entirely represent ethnicity or race present. However, this exploratory study can be
a starting point for important conversation regarding the issues present with the
homogeneity of agricultural education. There is an uneven number of books within each
publisher, McGraw-Hill only had one secondary agricultural education textbook produced
in the last eleven years, while Cengage had 48 and Pearson had eight. Finally, the
researchers utilized current public-school enrollment data for both elementary and
secondary education. However, observing both elementary and secondary enrollment is
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useful as textbooks have a generally long shelf-life and textbooks currently in secondary
education classrooms will soon be used by elementary students. Additionally, in areas with
limited resources and educational funding, the assessment of textbooks has a longer period
of relevancy as school resources can be very costly.
Need for Additional Research
The current study observed both race and gender as two different variables and did
not consider an individual’s intersectionality by observing both race and gender. Future
research pertaining to textbook demographics should recognize intersectionality and the
impact of various aspects of culture. These different identities combined can impact an
individual’s experiences differently and should be observed. Analyzing both gender and
race and the intersection will give a more detailed assessment of the representation present
within the agricultural education textbooks.
Further research is needed to address gender nonconformities, if any, are present in
secondary agricultural education textbooks as the current study solely observed gender on
a binary. Research regarding agricultural education textbook representation among specific
ethnicities could explain what representation is present for specific racial minority groups
as the current study places a very broad lens on representation of People of Color.
Observing colorism which may be present among the People of Color present would give
more insight on specifically the representation present in the textbooks. Utilizing a lens of
critical Whiteness studies when observing skin tones of those pictured in agricultural
education textbooks may show a more complex relationship present.
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Finally, qualitative research considering student perception of textbook images could
give interesting perspectives about belonging within agricultural education. Further
research could address if underrepresented students feel there is a difference between
teacher effort of inclusion and how much resources impact feelings of inclusion. Overall,
there is limited research regarding the sense of belonging among underrepresented students
in agricultural education. In research regarding student belonging and perceptions of
teachers, future work should include a lens of critical race theory or critical Whiteness
studies, as the demographics of textbooks show the White able body at the center of the
images, illustrations, and case studies. Utilizing these frameworks may result in research
which more fully describes the way education is impacted by the larger society to which it
belongs.
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CHAPTER 4. THE COLORLINE WITHIN SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL TEXTBOOKS:
JOURNAL ARTICLE 2
Introduction
Colorism is the hierarchical social value of skin colors, which is not necessarily tied
specifically to race, but rather the phenotype of an individual (Monk, 2021; Hannon, 2015;
strmic-pawl et. Al, 2021). One unique aspect of Colorism is the discrimination from both
in-group and out-group members of any given ethnoracial background (Uzogara &
Jackson, 2016). In-group members, in this situation, are individuals within the same racial
group, while out-group members are individuals outside of a racial group. Everyday
discrimination from both in-group and out-group members of a race can present itself as
negative physical health effects (Monk, 2012). Due to the negative health implications, the
result of discrimination based off colorism and colorist norms in society spans larger than
emotional discomfort.
The problem of Colorism and the colorline is not a new or emerging issue, rather was
first brought to scholarly attention with DuBois who directly refers to the color line in Of
the Dawn of Freedom essay explaining, “the problem of the twentieth century is the
problem of the colorline, —the relation of the darker to the lighter races of men in Asia
and Africa, in America and the islands of the sea” (DuBois, 2007, p.16). The colorline
refers to better opportunities and experiences being granted to those of a fairer color
compared to individuals with darker skin colors, a phenomenon which has been passed
through generations of communities of Color navigating the Whiteness present within
society (Kerr, 2005).
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This color line can account for negative impacts on educational performances;
students of Color across many racial groups face negative educational performances and
experience at the hands of Colorist bias present (Crutchfield et. Al., 2022; Blow, 2021;
Mickelson, 2014). To gain a further historical understanding of the trends of Colorism in
the United States, one should look back to Jim Crow Era policies. Prior to the overturning
of Brown vs. The Board of Education racial segregation was the social norm and
expectation in American schools however, segregation is still seen today as school policies
keep low performing schools in low economic areas which cannot provide proper resources
through property taxes (Gillborn, 2006; Lewis & Manno, 2011; Lipsitz, 2011). This
systemic procedure controls who attends certain schools, “so even at schools that are
extremely racially segregated, there will be hierarchies that benefit the lighter-skinned
skinned students and disadvantage the darker-skinned students” (Hunter, 2016, p.57).
According to Hunter (2007)

The maintenance of White supremacy (aesthetic, ideological, and material) is
predicated on the notion that dark skin represents savagery, irrationality,
ugliness, and inferiority. White skin, and, thus, Whiteness itself, is defined by
the opposite: civility, rationality, beauty, and superiority. These contrasting
definitions are the foundation for colorism. (p. 238)
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Students who are closer to phenotypic Whiteness, may have an easier time assimilating to
the in-group, which has shown to improve school performance in students of Color
(Altschul et. Al., 2008). Additionally, students of Color face little to no representation in
school faculty and stuff, who are primarily White individuals (Matias, 2016).
Previous work regarding representation and the types of representation present show
anti-black ideologies and narratives of Afro-Latin@s, including less favorable conditions
for Afro-Latin@s with darker skin color (Busey, 2019). Additionally, colorism studies
show the closer to Whiteness, the less in-group and out-group discrimination is faced
(Abrams et. Al, 2020; Moffitt, 2020). While previous studies analyzing skin color
representation exists, there are none in the field of agricultural education (Reddy-Best,
2018).
Theoretical Framework
Critical Race Theory (CRT) is comprised of five main tenants, all of which revolve
around the salience of race and its position in our society, experiences of People of Color,
and dismantling of the current systems in place which uphold White supremacy (Cabrera,
2018; Bell, 1992). CRT is first seen in the field of education in the turn of the century, with
Ladson-Billings (1998) who explains the importance of engaging in racial discourse in
education, as education is a field which is not always equitable for students of Color.
Critical Race Theory, especially applied to education, is rooted in the following five
tenants: race is a permanent fixture within the society of the United States, the ideology
challenges dominant perspectives, a true commitment to social justice, centrality of lived
experiences and experiential knowledge, and the need for multi-disciplinary perspectives
(Gillborn & Ladson-Billings, 2010; Yosso et. al., 2009). Specifically, within education,
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these five tenants shape pedagogies such as culturally relevant pedagogy which empowers
students by teaching with a lens of racial equity, and encouraging students to increase their
critical thinking abilities (Ladson-Billings, 2014).
Social Semiotics is a linguistic theory which examines how an individual’s culture,
experiences, and background impacts the interpretation of signs (Rightler-McDaniels &
Hendrickson, 2014). For example, an individual who is familiar with driving norms in the
United States will associate a red octagon to stopping, even if the red octagon does not
have the word stop on the sign or is not necessarily in a road. Experiences of an individual
can impact interpretation of any given sign. In the case of textbook representation, the signs
being used are images or photographs seen within textbooks. When presented with signs,
or in this case images, “there is another second order of meaning which carries by and large
hidden ideological messages not obvious to a non-alerted eye” this second meaning of
photographs may send unintended messages to students (Benattabou, 2021, p. 3). An
example of this “non-alerted eye” could be seen within emoji use and the intention of the
user and the perception of the one receiving the emoji. In the case of textbooks, the “nonalerted eye” would be in reference to imagery utilized and how different lived experiences
play a different receiving role between the viewers.
Social semiotics and critical race theory have an interesting ability to combine and
in this marriage of the two theories lies the framework used to guide this study. The first
use of social semiotics is seen in the works of Michael Halliday (1978), who argues against
the separation of linguistics and society, and whose sole focus was to view linguistics as a
societal and cultural medium. However, the scholarly works of Hodge, Kress, and van
Leeuwen focus social semiotics in societal practice, specifically critical perspectives on
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society and those who hold power (Hodge & Kress, 1988; van Leeuwen, 2005). Kress and
van Leeuwen (2002) posit there is no group large enough to justify a true shared meaning
of Colors, the same can be applied to any semiotic mode. Large groups have power which
smaller groups lack, this power imbalance is why the same image may present two different
conclusions from different groups.
Purpose
The purpose of this descriptive study was to describe the representation of skin color
present in the secondary textbooks within agricultural education currently available by the
largest textbook publishing companies within the Unites States. The following objectives
sought to assist in the solving the study’s purpose:
Objective 1: Describe the skin colors present in images within secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 2: Describe the skin shade present in images within secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 3: Describe the skin tone present in images within secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 4: Describe the relationship of the skin colors present to the book publication
year.
Methodology
The researcher utilized a descriptive cross-sectional research design to analyze
photographs present within secondary agriculture textbooks. Cross-sectional research is
descriptive, takes place in a specific moment in time, and is used to determine frequency
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of an outcome in a population (Levin, 2006). In the context of the current study, the
researcher observed textbook photographs and determined the varying skin colors and
tones. Using descriptive cross-sectional research is useful within social sciences, as it
allows researchers to observe a sample of the population within a short amount of time and
allowing research to show current trends (Lunenburg & Irby, 2007). The researcher used a
transformative worldview in which the researchers are interested in marginalized
populations and the power relationships currently present within society (Creswell, 2017).
The population of the study was the 33 textbook publishing companies within the
United States according to Hickey and Jones (2012). To assist in narrowing the scope and
minimize the opportunity for missing documents, the top 5 textbook publishing companies
were selected; however, only three produced secondary agriculture textbooks: Cengage,
McGraw-Hill, and Pearson (BookScouter, 2020). Textbooks with black and White photos
were not utilized in this study to increase researcher ability to accurately code skin colors,
skin shades, and skin tones present. Forty-five textbooks were obtained from the textbook
publishers via online book subscription, purchase, or loan. At the conclusion of the review,
the researchers evaluated 28,151 pages and 2,284 photos. To increase reliability of skin
color matching, an online color-picker was used to isolate skin colors to best match skin
colors present to skin color correlated in the scale. The color-picker was utilized in areas
which had a clear view of the skin color, and not in over exposed areas or areas with
shadows. To maintain consistency in interrater reliability, the researcher utilized a testretest reliability method.
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Looking at images of individual people within the textbooks, color, tone, and shade
were recorded in an Excel spreadsheet. Following similar methodology from previous
studies regarding textbook representation looking at both colorism and gender, only
individual photos are utilized (Reddy-Best et. al., 2018; Reddy-Best et. al., 2018). An
image with a single individual refers to a single human individual, but not merely the only
subject captured in the photo. To be considered an individual photo, the photo must refer
to the human in the caption pertaining to the photo, or most of the photo must be comprised
of the human or the action of the human. However, only images with people or people’s
action as the focus were utilized. For example, frequently within animal science textbooks,
a human is in a photo to handle an animal and is cut off from the photo’s focus of the
animal. In this event, the human is not the subject nor is relevant to the photo and was not
counted. Relevance relied upon two factors: caption correspondence and image framing. If
a caption made direct reference to the human being or if the human being was framed as
the focal point of the image, the individual’s skin was coded and recorded. Images recorded
includes both photographs and illustrations.
To accurately record skin color data, the L’Oreal Skin Color Guide was utilized. The
L’Oreal skin color guide is comprised of 66 skin colors and moves across the grid from
lightest to darkest colors, and down the grid from pinkish to yellowish undertones (Garcia
& Abascal, 2016; Burns, 2015). Previous research observing skin utilized the MartinMassey Skin color guide, which comprises ten shades, ranging from the lightest to the
darkest possible skin shade (Reddy-Best et al., 2018; Martin & Massey, 2003). However,
due to low levels of inter-coder reliability present in the Martin-Massey scale as well as
the ease of study replication (Hannon & DeFina, 2016), the author chose the L’Oreal Skin
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Color Guide. The L’Oreal Skin Color Guide is a 66-point scale that reflects skin color,
tones, and shades present. The L’Oreal Skin Color Guide is not an exhaustive scale, but is
widely used (DiMurro et al., 2020) for its accurate depiction and triad evaluation of Color,
tone, and shade. After recording each data point, frequency tables were designed to reflect
the L’Oreal Skin Color Guide in an effort to determine a skin color line (Reddy-Best et al.,
2018) within the classroom textbooks.
Results
The skin colors represented across all 45 textbooks show where representation is
missing, as six shades in the L’Oreal Skin Color Guide have no representation at all. The
L’Oreal Skin Color Guide reads as co-ordinates, matching horizontal number and vertical
letter to determine specific square. When shade alone is referenced, only a number will
be used, indicating the total for the given shade. When undertone alone is referenced,
only a letter will be used, indicating the total shades present with the given undertone.
When specific colors, meaning both shade and undertone, are referenced, both a number
and a letter will be utilized to represent the exact coordinate of the guide.
Objective 1 refers to the overall representation of skin colors present within
secondary agriculture textbooks. The majority of the skin colors present reflected lighter
skin tones and shades with Skin color 3A (f = 172; 6.09%) being identified the most
followed by 2D (f = 157; 5.56%) and 1D (f = 151; 5.35%). Multiple skin colors were
non-represented, but the common theme were the darker skin colors beginning at 7F (see
Figure 1).
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Figure 2 Overall results of skin colors present in agriculture textbooks
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Objective 2 refers to the skin shades present within the textbooks. The skin shades
are in reference to the horizontal numbers across the top of the L’Oreal Skin Color Guide.
The shades increase in darkness as the numbers increase. Skin shade 3 was the most
prevalent (f = 693; 24.54%), followed by skin shade (f = 669; 23.69%) and skin shade 1 (f
= 537; 19.02%). The skin shades least present in the secondary textbooks were skin shade
11 (f = 12; 0.41%); skin shade 10 (f = 22; 0.78%), and skin shade 9 (f = 25; 0.89%). Shades
the 6 through 11 accounted for merely 9.09%. Shades 1 through 5 of the skin color guide
accounted for over 90% of the population.

Table 3 Skin shades present in secondary agriculture textbooks
Shade
Frequency
Percent
(Horizonal
Numbers)
1

537

19.02

2

669

23.69

3

693

24.54

4

436

15.44

5

232

8.22

6

102

3.61

7

61

2.16

8

35

1.24

9

25

0.89

10

22

0.78

11

12

0.41

The intent of objective 3 was to determine the representation of skin undertones
present within the secondary agriculture textbooks. The skin undertones are represented in
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the skin color guide using the vertical letters A-F. The undertones shift from red undertones
to yellow undertones alphabetically starting at A. The results will be reported A-F and
represent all shades for the given undertone. Table 3 displays skin undertone A to be most
prevalent (f = 637; 22.56%), followed by D (f = 560; 19.83%), and skin undertone C (f =
524; 18.56%). Skin undertone F, that was reflective of more yellow, was the least identified
(f = 263; 9.31%).

Table 4 Skin tone present in photographs within secondary agriculture textbooks
Tone
Frequency
Percent
(Vertical Letters)
A

637

22.56

B

511

18.09

C

524

18.56

D

560

19.83

E

329

11.65

F

263

9.31

The outcomes of Objective 4 will describe the relationship present among skin
color representation and the publication year of the textbooks sampled. The textbooks
within the sample were all published between 2011-2021 (see Table 4). Skin shade 1 had
the majority of the representation in years 2011 (f=62; 25.41%), and 2013 (f=62; 23.31%).
Skin shade 2 had the majority of the representation in years 2014 (f = 7; 29.17%) and 2020
(f = 84; 25.67%). Skin shade 3 had the majority of representation in the years 2021 (f = 22;
37.89%) and 2016 (f = 85; 27.42%). Skin shade 4 had the majority of representation in the
years (f = 35; 22.15%) and (f = 49; 20.08%). Skin shade 5 had the majority of representation
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in the years 2018 (f = 20; 11.43%) and 2011 (f = 17; 6.97%). Skin shade 6 had the majority
of representation in the years 2013 (f = 22; 8.27%) and 2018 (f = 11; 6.29%). Skin shade 7
had the majority of representation in the years 2014 (f = 1; 4.17%) and 2020 (f = 10; 3.41%).
Skin shade 8 had the majority of representation in the years 2013 (f = 6; 2.26%) and 2017
(f = 3; 2.17). Skin shade 9 had the majority of representation in the years 2018 (f = 5;
2.86%) and 2019 (f = 3; 1.13%). Skin shade 10 had the majority of representation in the
years 2014 (f = 1; 4.17%) and 2019 (f = 5; 3.16%). Skin shade 11 had the majority of
representation in the years 2014 (f = 1; 4.17%) and 2018 (f = 2; 1.42%).
Table 5 Relationship of book publication year to skin shade representation
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2011

25.41% 17.62% 20.49% 20.08% 6.97%

2012

14.41% 22.88% 19.92% 19.92%1 3.14%

2013

23.31% 18.8% 17.29% 15.41%1 0.15%

2014

8.33% 29.17% 25.0% 8.33% 1 6.67%

0.0%

4.17%

0.0%

(f = 2)

(f = 0)

(f = 1)

(f = 0)

9

4.92% 3.28% 0.41% 0.82%
(f = 2)
(f = 62) (f = 43) (f = 50) (f = 49) (f = 17) (f = 12) (f = 8) (f = 1)

10

11

0.0%
(f = 0)

0.0%
(f = 0)

3.81% 2.54% 2.12% 0.42% 0.42% 0.42%
(f = 1) (f = 1) (f = 1)
(f =34) (f = 54) (f = 47) (f = 47) (f = 31) (f = 9) (f = 6) (f = 5)

8.27% 2.26% 2.26% 1.13% 0.75% 0.38%
(f = 3) (f = 2) (f = 1)
(f = 62) (f = 50) (f = 46) (f = 27) (f = 22) (f = 22) (f = 6) (f = 6)

(f = 7) (f = 6)

(f = 2)

(f = 4)

0.0%
(f = 0)

4.17% 4.17%
(f = 1) (f = 1)

2015

2.65% 1.81% 1.45% 1.08% 0.72% 0.12%
(f = 9) (f = 6) (f = 1)
(f =169) (f =231) (f =215) (f =100) (f = 50) (f = 22) (f = 15) (f = 12)

2016

19.03% 18.06% 27.42% 19.35%1 0.97%

2017

2018

20.36% 27.83% 25.9% 12.05% 6.02%

2.26% 0.97% 0.32% 0.32% 1.29%
(f = 1) (f = 4)
(f = 59) (f = 56) (f = 85) (f = 60) (f = 34) (f = 7) (f = 3) (f = 1)

15.94% 24.64% 26.81% 15.94% 5.8%

3.62%

(f = 22) (f = 34) (f = 37) (f = 22) (f = 8)

(f = 5)

0.0%
(f = 0)

2.9%

2.17% 0.72% 0.72% 0.72%
(f = 1) (f = 1) (f = 1)
(f = 4) (f = 3)

14.28% 22.29% 22.86% 13.71% 11.43% 6.29% 2.86% 1.71% 2.86% 0.67% 1.42%
(f = 5) (f = 1) (f = 2)
(f =25) (f = 39) (f = 40) (f = 24) (f = 20) (f = 11) (f = 5) (f = 3)
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2019

18.35% 15.82% 21.52% 22.15%1 1.39%

4.43%

(f = 29) (f = 25) (f = 34) (f = 35) (f = 18) (f = 7)
2020

2021

1.9%

0.63% 0.63% 3.16%
(f = 1) (f = 5)
(f = 3) (f = 1)

20.48% 28.67% 24.57% 11.95% 5.8% 3.07% 3.41% 1.02% 1.02%
(f = 35)
(f = 3)
(f = 60) (f = 84) (f = 35)
(f = 17) (f = 9) (f = 10) (f = 3)
11.8% 27.33% 37.89% 13.66% 5.59%
(f = 22)
(f = 19) (f = 44) (f = 61)
(f = 9)

0.0%

(f = 0)

(f = 0)

0.62%

2.48% 0.62%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

(f = 1)

(f = 4) (f = 1)

(f = 0)

(f = 0)

(f = 0)

Although it cannot be assumed textbooks authors are purposefully excluding darker
People of Color from their textbooks, the data shows representation is missing for darker
skin colors, resulting in a true color line present within the textbooks (See Figure 2). This
lack of realization of missing representation is one example of the possibility of authors
being unaware of realities in which People of Color are faced with daily. To a member of
society who lies in the majority, who does not face missing representation, the need for
representation may not be as blatant compared to someone who frequently faces little to no
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(f = 0)

0.0%

Conclusions & Implications

representation.

0.0%

Figure 3 Color line present within textbooks

While it is not the intention of textbooks authors to exclude any given group of
people, if one is not intentionally looking for representation, it can go missing. This missing
representation may only be recognized by students who are systemically and typically
marginalized, thus emphasizing the reality of the effects social semiotics may have on
students. When textbook authors and school personnel have different life experiences than
students in classrooms, there can be a distance between the two, which only increases the
difference in lived experiences.
Across all 45 titles the results yielded in 6 darker shades had no representation
present. Overall, the most tones present within the textbook are fairer shades with a red
undertone. While undertones have even distribution, shades are missing the same amount
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of equally distributed representation among the textbooks. A distinct difference is
representation is present in the bottom right corner of the L’Oreal Skin Color Guide, which
signifies the lack of darker skinned individuals with yellow undertones. The several colors
missing from the skin color guide show even throughout 45 textbook titles, some students
still go without any representation in any form.
The severe shift in representation is present when looking at the second objective.
However, moving down to both yellow undertones and darker skin shades, representation
decreases at a great amount. Although only using roughly 45% of the guide, the lightest
five shades, shades 1 – 5, have most of the representation within the secondary agriculture
textbooks at an astounding 90.91%. This means, for students of Color who have darker
skin than Shades 5 or 6 will face little representation in the secondary agriculture textbooks.
This missing representation of all skin colors may send an unintended message to students
of Color. When faced with the data, the representation is overwhelmingly light and medium
shades. There is no denying the drastic drop in frequencies between shades 6 and 7. These
results are reflective of historical implication, such as the paper bag test, or how People of
Color lighter or as light as a paper bag receive opportunities their darker skinned
counterparts do not (When we isolate down to the shades present, it is blaringly obvious
students of all colors are missing from the textbooks. The color-line present within the
textbooks is reflective of studies regarding education and the negative experiences of
students of Color (Crutchfield et. al., 2022).
When looking at Objective 3 which isolates the skin tones present, there are more
red undertones than there are yellow undertones. There is a large decrease between letters
D and E, showing the decrease of yellow undertones compared to red undertones. Even
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more when moving from E to F a decrease is seen as less than 10% of the textbooks feature
students with the yellow undertone.
While isolating data to specific years, one can see a change in representation from
year to year. However, the data does not support an improvement of representation across
skin colors. While some years do have minimal representation across all shades, the
textbooks from 2020 and 2021 do not show representation at all for the two darkest shades
featured on the L’Oreal Skin Color Guide. Although authors did not record repeating
volumes and their possible increase, overall, there was not an increase of representation in
the most recent publications featured within the sample size.
If we combine objectives 2 and 3 we will see the secondary agriculture textbooks do
contain a colorline of representation. The colorline present within the textbooks falls within
shades 1-4 and tones A-D, which is reflected in literature in the fact these are lighter and
fairer shades.
While it is not the intention of this author to imply textbooks authors wish to uphold
toxicity of Whiteness, the data shows exactly where representation is occurring and where
the representation is lacking. This missing representation of students of Color may lead to
isolating phenomenon such as solo status, which is often seen in fields such as STEM
(Hurtado et. al., 2010). The lack of representation of students of Color needs to be
addressed. Missing representation may lead to students lacking a sense of belonging within
the field and may prompt students to leave agricultural education classes.
Lastly, the author acknowledges none of the photos within the textbooks were
photographed with the intention of skin color being recorded. Skin colors may be altered
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by lighting, shadows, and possible filters. However, the author made no adjustments to the
skin colors to show as close to exact representation present within the textbooks. The use
of the color-picking technology assisted in recording accurate data which could not be
altered by researcher bias, which is an issue seen in colorism studies which do not allow
researchers the ability to directly match skin color to skin color guides (Hannon & DeFina,
2016).
Recommendations
Publishing companies and textbooks authors should be intentional when creating
educational resources. Resources should be provided to textbooks authors to ensure
creating equitable and diverse educational resources is the starting point and should be
expected. Specific resources for creating culturally competent resources may include a
number of diversity-focused and equitable initiatives. A publishing company may look to
open job positions to assess representation in textbooks or create a committee which
provides professional development for textbook authors.
When addressing the possibility of how a textbook should look to create equitable
representation of all skin colors, shades must have the equal representation seen when
isolating undertones present. Overall, there is an even distribution of undertones present
within the secondary agriculture textbooks. This even distribution should be the bare
minimum expectation for skin shades to ensure students see representation as close as
possible to themselves.
Future research surrounding intersectionality and representation of textbooks in
agricultural education should be addressed. While this study shows where representation
is missing, it does not begin to break down the intricacies associated with representation of
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intersecting identities such as gender and skin color. Women of Color may not see
themselves represented at the same rate as their White or male counterparts. As
intersectionality is an important part in addressing and forming identity, it should be
explored and studied to provide the field with specific information pertaining to
representation.
Future research surrounding colorism and agricultural education should be explored
such as: student perception of textbook representation, student salience of skin color and
perceived discrimination, and student perception of in-group and out-group interactions
regarding different skin colors. While research regarding racial equity and students of
Color is increasing in the field of agricultural education, skin colors and effects of Colorism
are not currently being explored (Barajas et. al., 2020). This gap in the existing agricultural
education research should be addressed considering the projected increase of multiracial
individuals who may be ethnically ambiguous in their phenotype (Hyman, 2018).
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate the current representation present within
secondary agricultural textbooks. Literature shows representation is important to help
foster student sense of belonging. While textbook evaluation is not a new area of research,
there is a blaring gap in research regarding agricultural textbooks. This thesis is comprised
of two separate studies which use the same population of current United States textbook
publishing companies.
The first study addresses representation of gender and race. The purpose of this
descriptive study was to identify the social semiotics of sex and race within images and
case studies of the secondary agriculture education textbooks published from the largest
publishing companies in the United States. The following objectives sought to assist in the
solving the study’s purpose:
Objective 1: Describe the overall demographics present in the secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 1: Describe the demographics present in the secondary agriculture textbooks by
agricultural discipline.
Objective 2: Describe the demographics present in the secondary agriculture textbooks by
textbook publisher.
To determine if the demographics found are a significant difference to the cultural
norms within US public schools, the following research hypothesis were developed:
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Ho1: There will be no difference between observed sex (male and female) and expected
(public school enrollment) values of the textbooks by discipline.
Ho2: There will be no difference between observed sex (male and female) and expected
values (public school enrollment) of the textbooks by publisher.
Ho3: There will be no difference between observed race (White and BIPOC) and expected
(public school enrollment) values of the textbooks by discipline.
Ho4: There will be no difference between observed race (White and BIPOC) and expected
values (public school enrollment) of the textbooks by publisher.
The second study also addresses representation currently present within secondary
agricultural textbooks. The purpose of this descriptive study was to describe the
representation of skin colors present within images of the secondary agricultural education
textbooks published from the largest textbook publishing companies within the United
States. The following objectives sought to assist in the solving the study’s purpose:
Objective 1: Describe the skin colors present in images within secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 2: Describe the skin shade present in images within secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 3: Describe the skin tone present in images within secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 4: Describe the relationship of the skin colors present to the book publication
year.
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Reflections from Manuscript 1
After completing the first manuscript within this thesis, I found the findings truly
horrifying. Students of Color make up 53% of public-school enrollment in the United
States however, their overall representation within these textbooks is a mere 19%. Less
than ¼ of the representation present within the textbooks is reflective of 53% of our
schools. Students of Color already lack representation among school faculty and staff and
for agricultural education students, the representation is lacking within the textbooks as
well. Although I am not attempting to make the claim of textbook authors purposefully
excluding students of Color, the missing representation speaks for itself. Textbook
publishing companies and authors, both, must be diligent in providing intentional
representation of all students.
While representation of gender was sufficient and did not differ significantly from
the current public-school enrollment, this should be the expectation. I do not think the
authors and publishers should be receive praises for doing what is expected. Further, there
were three agricultural disciplines which failed to represent gender as it is seen within
public schools: Agricultural Mechanics, Veterinary Sciences, and Natural Resources.
While Agricultural Mechanics and Natural Resources failed to show a representation of
females at the same rate of female enrollment within public schools. This may send
unintended messages to female students, and it could impact female participation within
these two disciplines. Finally, Veterinary Medicine had overwhelming amounts of female
representation, which can impact male student belonging within this discipline.
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Additionally, everyone represented in the textbooks fits easily within the gender binary and
there is no representation of those who challenge heteronormativity.
While collecting data for this manuscript, I also kept a reflective journal to write any
trends I was noticing, or any poor representation. The trends shown within the textbooks
show the representation which is present is not always the type of representation which
may have positive impacts on students. Some commonalities between the textbooks overall
include: an increase of People of Color in unfavorable settings, People of Color increasing
in representation when engaging in global agriculture, and People of Color increasing in
representation when looking at group photos. However, when looking at specific
agricultural disciplines, the negative impacts of the representation which is present
becomes even more clear to those with the alerted eye, or people who may be looking for
people who are representative to them.
Within horticultural textbooks, and more specifically floral design textbooks, People
of Color are more frequently depicted as consumers of floral goods rather than
floriculturists and frequently photos of the same person of Color are repeated. Students
may see People of Color only being represented as customers and rarely as an
agriculturalist and understand this representation as a sign to mean People of Color are few
and far between in the floral industry and they do not belong. Finally, in multiple textbooks
FFA students were featured and typically featured photos of all White FFA members or a
team of all White FFA officers. While I understand the majority of FFA members are
White, which is another issue which should be address but alas I can only say so much to
fit within the parameters of this thesis, showcasing White members at a higher rate than
students of Color may be detrimental.
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Within agricultural business textbooks People of Color were used in examples of
strict leadership, while White leaders were examples of fair or positive leadership.
Additionally, White leaders were seen more often than leaders of Color. Again, People of
Color were frequently used for negative examples of non-verbal cues. Photos of women of
Color were repeated throughout textbooks and used across multiple textbooks. Finally,
quotes from leaders are scattered throughout these textbooks. One book had no leadership
quotes from any People of Color. Another textbook mentioned only Martin Luther King as
a leader of Color. Leaders of Color are not hard to come by and showcasing quotes from
leaders of all intersectionalities can truly empower students.
Within veterinary science textbooks there are hardly any People of Color- only 10%
of the textbooks. However, when People of Color are featured it is within unfavorable
situations or situations which may present like a microaggression. For example, when
featuring exotic animals there are an increase in People of Color. When People of Color
already face microaggressions like, “ohh I just love your hair- it’s so exotic” it is fair to say
being featured with exotic animals may increase the othering of students of Color. Another
unfavorable situation which was repeated in more than one textbook, was finally featuring
People of Color when explaining rodents and rodent care. Additionally, People of Color
are more frequently seen in vet tech or front clerk positions rather than as veterinarian.
Within animal science textbooks, People of Color were seen doing manual or
unfavorable labor. For example, a person of Color would be in the photo about de-beaking
small chicks or serve as the example of what zoonotic diseases look like on human beings.
Most often when scientists were mentioned, White men were pictured, which can be
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harmful to both female students and students of Color. People of Color were seen in global
situations in unfavorable conditions or even as the demonstration example of using
primitive tools. In these situations, the textbook read as ‘othering’ or separation from
people who engage in agriculture different than we do here while practicing American
Agriculture.
Within food science textbooks, People of Color were frequently seen when
explaining issues with food insecurity or food desserts. Again, People of Color were seen
as consumers more often than they were seen as food scientists. When explaining some
ways urban agriculture can supplement produce from grocery stores, People of Color were
also featured at a higher rate than the rest of the textbook.
Within agriscience textbooks, People of Color are also represented differently than
their White counterparts. Seemingly harmless topics like neat appearances show only
examples of White people and explain hair brushing is a method of neat appearance. While
these things are not necessarily untrue, not all hair types can even be brushed and featuring
protective styles would show more than White professionalism. Sections of textbooks show
the connections everyone has with agriculture- but then fails to show anyone other than
phenotypical White people. Finally, White students were frequently referred to as
“leaders”, “classroom leaders” or “young leaders” while students of Color were merely
referred to as students.
While these reflections are merely a reflection, I did not engage in this research as a
“gotcha” to agricultural education. When I first began my research, I had no idea the results
that would come. When representations of People of Color are so few, it is easy to record
just how People of Color are seen within the textbooks.
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Reflections from Manuscript 2
The purpose of this descriptive study was to identify the social semiotics of sex and
race within images and case studies of the secondary agriculture education textbooks
published from the largest publishing companies in the United States. The following
objectives sought to assist in the solving the study’s purpose:
Objective 1: Describe the overall demographics present in the secondary agriculture
textbooks.
Objective 2: Describe the demographics present in the secondary agriculture textbooks by
agricultural discipline.
People of Color who are closest to whiteness are seen within the textbooks.
However, fair people are seen overwhelmingly more than People of Color and particularly
of darker skinned People of Color. This unequal representation shows a more accurate
portrayal of who is represented within the textbooks.
Personal Reflections
I wanted to be engaged in meaningful research during my master’s degree. I learned
an unimaginable amount of information about myself, my identity, my mental health, and
who exactly I wanted to be. These intricacies made my research decisions a little more
complex as I did not want my own identity and experiences to serve as a bias when
reporting data collected. Analyzing secondary data allowed me to supplement a substantial
gap in literature surrounding agricultural education.
While collecting data for this research, I could not help but think of the Tara Rojas I
used to be and the Tara Rojas who I have yet to become. In remembrance of a Tara I once
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was, I vividly remember flipping through the pages of a livestock production textbook and
not seeing anyone who looked like me. I was already struggling with belonging in both my
ag program and in my FFA chapter. It did not matter how many awards I won, how many
chapter office positions I held, or how many great experiences I had in the FFA- I will still
struggling for a sense of belonging in the organization. I wish I could go back in time and
let her know she is not crazy- People of Color truly are missing from the textbooks
compared to the rate their White counterparts have been represented.
There were many parts of this thesis, I simply did not enjoy. I did not enjoy seeing
People of Color finally having some representation only for it to be as a consumer or as a
person in a third-world country, struggling without the technology seen within the United
States. I did not enjoy revealing a color line within the textbooks. I did not know what my
data would show however, I did not enjoy my biggest fears being shown in black and
White.
However, I did enjoy having data to back up some of my experiences with high
school agriculture. I did enjoy combing through textbooks- even if that may sound boring,
it was interesting to engage with textbooks in ways someone had never done before. I
enjoyed being able to engage in secondary data and engage in statistics in ways I never
thought possible. I enjoyed becoming familiar with skin colors and the intricacies
associated with phenotype and race. I enjoyed pouring hours of research into a topic which
I really struggled with as an agricultural education student.
This fall marked 10 years since my first experience with agricultural education. Since
my greenhand year, I’ve served the profession in many ways beyond initial student
engagement. I have developed contest materials for Texas FFA, served as a Collegiate FFA
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State Vice President, taught high school students, and I have even had the opportunity to
teach pre-service agricultural educators. I have a passion for agricultural education,
advocacy, and education. These are things I was constantly reflecting on while collecting
data for this thesis. There was not a single textbook in my study I would say is appropriate
for the current high school secondary agriculture class. Evaluating these textbooks helped
me realize my passion for both agriculture and literacy, which is a topic which could be
explored more, in my opinion. Agricultural education has the ability to truly engage in
cross-curriculum content and I believe bringing more literacy into agriculture classes may
be the first step.
Pedagogical Changes
I once thought of textbooks as a method to facilitate a flipped classroom style where
students teach themselves basic concepts, relay the information to the teacher so they know
where student knowledge is located, and the teacher can move on to higher order thinking
skills regarding the topic. However, after evaluating secondary agriculture textbooks across
three major publishing companies, I do not think these textbooks should be a resource for
students to use independently. I believe these textbooks can be an excellent resource for
educators who may be looking to change the sequence of their courses, or to supplement
lessons with essential questions found in the textbook. I believe if students must engage
with textbooks which do not have representation of themselves, a conversation must be
had. In this conversation, it may be an excellent time for teachers to explain the inequity
present in the world and the different ways it manifests itself into our life.
A solution to turning away from textbooks which have poor representation of all
students, is to simply stop buying them. Stop lining the pockets of textbook publishing
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companies who refuse to produce quality materials. Refusal to purchase from publishing
companies which fail at representation is the best way to show these companies the
misrepresentation is unacceptable. Additionally, sharing concern with administration about
the messages our students may be receiving from these textbooks can lead to even greater
changes.
Until secondary agriculture textbooks can be representative of all students, they
will not be in my classroom. Instead, finding resources which are reflective of the students
in my class will be the answer. Resources may include inviting in guest speakers, finding
online resources, or making my own. In my classroom, if I utilize textbooks as a resource
for me rather than a resource for my students, students will not be missing information.
I cannot subject my future students to resources which may hinder their sense of
belonging. Although, my future students of Color will already have one form of
representation which I was never privy to during my time as an agricultural education
student- a teacher of Color.
I know CRT in schools has a bad reputation in the media at present. However,
students of Color in our schools are impacted by racism from peers and teachers. Using
CRT in the development of educational resources, textbooks, and curriculum can increase
cultural awareness of students and increase student knowledge and understanding of our
society. Students are impacted by race and racism and using CRT to teach educational
concepts can increase student awareness of social justice issues such as racial inequities.
CRT in schools does not mean telling a third grader the world is racist and white
people are to blame for all the world’s problems, despite what the media may suggest. CRT
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in schools looks like all teachers using pedagogies such as culturally relevant pedagogy to
teach students and using their own cultures as a means of learning. Using CRT in schools
may look like educational resources which are reflective of the student population within
the United States. Just like multiplication can be scaffolded, social justice can be scaffolded
too, if taught by good teachers who are willing to make a difference in the lives of students
of Color.
In my own educational experience, I was taught enslaved people were happy
because they were cared for. This white amnesia cannot be taught to our students, as it is
blatantly wrong and may hinder students from comprehending the systemic racism within
our society. Teaching students the truth about America’s past and present can improve their
own citizenship. I am firm believer in if you love something you must be critical of it. I
love education and I love our country. Our students deserve to learn historical and current
inequities to better help them cope with these inequities and eventually change them. We
must raise and develop our students to be change agents. It starts in the classroom.
Personal Changes
Throughout the entirety of this thesis, my personal life has seen many changesincluding my career goals. While completing this thesis I became an expert, really the
expert, in textbook representation in secondary agricultural education. My passion for both
agriculture and literacy became more apparent than I had ever realized.
My new career goals include writing an inclusive agricultural science textbook. My
undergraduate degree gave me a substantial level of knowledge across all the agricultural
disciplines and after research and finding co-authors who are also willing to be change
makers, I feel this goal is achievable- and maybe soon. Along with writing an inclusive
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textbook, one day I hope to write an English-Spanish textbook which could be utilized in
dual language bilingual education which teaches both content and language.
Additionally, I did take note of the number of Spanish Glossaries included within
these textbooks. While some textbooks included a Spanish glossary, and one even called it
a “bilingual glossary”, some of the Spanish with these glossaries were incorrect Spanish
with poor grammar and words were misspelled. In this search I found the existence of
bilingual agricultural education would be incredibly difficult to start currently, as textbooks
often lack the lowest amount of content for multilingual students learning English.
My ultimate goals include dual language bilingual education for agriculture. I think
dual language, classes which are equally in English and another language, could be an
awesome tool for agricultural education to engage in linguistic liberation of their students.
Social semiotics is a linguistic theory and as a trilingual woman, language is something I
find very important in identity formation and cultural competence. Dual language
agricultural classes would have the opportunity to teach students both content and
language. In our world, which grows smaller everyday due to technology, I think dual
languages classes will be seen more often. Agricultural education sometimes falls behind
on educational trends and new pedagogies, and I’m hoping dual language education is one
aspect where agricultural educators like myself will have the ability to bring agricultural
education into current trends seen within education at large.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1. BOOK LIST

2011

Metal Fabrication Technology for Agriculture 2e

2011

Animal Science Biology & Technology 3e

2011

Floriculture Designing & Merchandising 3e

2011

Veterinary Assisting Fundamentals & Applications 1e

2012

An Illustrated Guide to Pruning

2012

Exploring Animal Science 1e

2012

Aquaculture Science

2012

Science of Animal Agriculture 4e

2012

Agricultural Communications: A Hands On Approach 1 e

2012

Introduction to Forestry Science 3e

2012

Introduction to Agronomy: Food, Crops, and Environment 2 e

2013

The Art of Floral Design 3 e

2013

Landscape Design, Construction & Maintenance 4 e

2013

Equine Science 4e

2013

Intro to Biotech 2 e

2014

Soil Science & Management 6e

2014

Agribusiness Principles of Management

2015

Introduction to Horticulture Science 2e

2015

Turfgrass Science & Management 5e

2015

Intro to Hort. 5 e

2015

Agricultural Mechanics Fundamentals & Applications 7 e

2015

AgriScience 6 e

2015

Energy and Agriculture: Science, Environment, and Solutions 1 e

2015

An Illustrated Guide to Veterinary Medical Technology 4e

2015

Agriscience: Fundamentals & Applications 6e
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2016

Managing Our Natural Resources 6e

2016

Introduction to Veterinary Science 3e

2016

Introduction to Food Science & Food Systems

2016

Intro to Food science & Systems 2 e

2016

Intro to Hort. 9 e

2016

Veterinary Clinical Procedures in Large Animal Practices

2016

Small Animal Care & Management 4e

2016

Modern Livestock & Poultry Production 9e

2017

Exotic Animal Care & Management 2e

2017

The Science of Agriculture: A Biological Approach 5e

2017

Wildlife & Natural Resource Management 4e

2018

Intro to Animal Science Global, Social, and Industry Perspectives 6e

2018

Leadership: Personal Development and Career Success 4th Edition

2018

Exploring Agriscience 5e

2019

Science of Animal Agriculture 5e

2019

Equine Science 5e

2019

Floriculture: Designing & Merchandising 4 e

2019

Landscaping Principles and Practices 8th Edition

2020

AgriScience AFNR 7 e

2021

Vet Assistant Fundamentals & Application 2 e
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